Abstract
Introduction

61
Most important decisions are difficult as they involve sequences of consequential 62 choices. For example, to go to university, where, and what to study? Such planning is 63 complex as the outcomes of earlier decisions (e.g. degree) can affect the availability 64 of later options (e.g. income), and the resulting tree of future possibilities to be 65 evaluated grows quickly with decision sequence length. To manage this intricacy, we 66 often have to abandon rational calculation in favour of hard-wired approximations. 67 We recently identified one such powerful Pavlovian heuristic that humans 68 ubiquitously use during complex planning, which we term "aversive pruning" (Huys 69 et al., 2012) . Aversive pruning entails excising from consideration decision tree 70 branches that contain important negative events (here, large monetary losses; 71
Figures 1A-B). Individual variation in aversive pruning levels predicted the severity of 72 subclinical depressive symptoms (Huys et al., 2012) , suggesting a possible role in 73 depression (Dayan and Huys, 2008, Eshel and Roiser, 2010) . These behavioural and 74 computational studies raise the question as to how aversive pruning is implemented 75 in the brain. Therefore, we sought to identify the neural basis of aversive pruning 76 using fMRI. 77
Aversive pruning is reflexive, akin to Pavlovian responses, as it persists above 78 and beyond loss aversion, even when it is highly suboptimal (Huys et al., 2012) . Our 79 central expectation therefore was that aversive pruning would be mediated via 80 regions known to be involved in orchestrating emotional reactions to aversive 81 events. Thus, our predictions focused first on the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex 82 (SGC; part of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex). The SGC is anatomically well 83 placed to subserve the impact of affective aversive values on planning. It is 84 connected to areas involved in mediating Pavlovian behavioural inhibition such as 85 the periaqueductal grey (PAG) and amygdala, as well as regions involved in the 86 evaluation required for planning (Schultz, 2015) , such as orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) 87 and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; value (Amemori and Graybiel, 2012). These neurons increased in activity during 92 decisions to avoid a punishment (facial air puff), which also entailed forsaking a 93 reward (food). Importantly, stimulation of these neurons triggered maladaptive 94 decision-making, increasing levels of avoidance even when potential concomitant 95 rewards were high. 96
There is also evidence that the SGC participates in aversive processing in 97 humans (Talmi et al., 2009 
Task
141
The reinforced sequential planning task was adapted for fMRI from one described in 142 detail previously (Huys et al., 2012) and programmed in Cogent 2000 143 (www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/Cogent), a stimulus presentation toolbox for Matlab (version 144 7.1). Participants moved throughout a hexagonal maze via button presses (U/I during  145 training, left/right in the scanner; Figure 1C ) in an attempt to maximize earnings. 146
Possible outcomes ( Figure 1D ) comprised one large reward (+140 pence, top blue 147 arrow), three large losses (-70 pence, red arrows), and several small gains and losses 148 (20 pence each, green (+) and black (-) transitions, respectively). During free plan 149 trials (of which there were 90; Figure 1E ), participants had nine seconds to devise a 150 sequence of moves so as to maximize their earnings (planning phase); a countdown 151 timer from 9 to 1 indicated the amount of time left in seconds. Following this 152 planning phase, participants had 2.5 seconds to input their responses, via a series of 153 button presses on an MRI-compatible button box. We biased the free plan trials by 154 starting position and difficulty, such that for 60 trials it was optimal to transition 155 through the large loss, while for the remaining 30, the optimal sequence avoided the 156 large loss. 157
During restricted plan trials (40; Figure 1F and 1G), participants were 158 presented with two possible multi-step routes (equal length; 3-5 moves) through the 159 maze, one coloured blue and the other green ( Figure 1F) , and had to choose 160 between just these. As in the free plan trials, participants had nine seconds to 161 evaluate the best route (one path always yielded more money than the other). 162
Subsequently, two coloured boxes appeared, one blue, the other green, and the 163 participant then selected their chosen route with a single button press (either left or 164 right option, Figure 1G ; again, as per free plan trials, participants had 2.5 seconds to 165 input their response). Twenty of the restricted plan trials involved deciding between 166 two routes that both transitioned through a large loss (restricted plan large loss). In 167 the other 20 restricted plan trials, both paths avoided the large loss (restricted plan 168 no large loss). 169
For both free plan and restricted plan trials, participants were then shown 170 the selected sequence of moves and their corresponding monetary outcome (0.8 s 171
for each move; Figure 1H ). Every trial finished with a fixation cross, which varied in 172 duration depending on the number of moves (0. "optimal large loss" (OLL) correct trials, on which the participant transitioned 194 through at least one large loss to gain the maximum amount of money, and "optimal 195 no large loss" (ONLL) correct trials, where the maximum was attained by avoiding 196 large losses. Suboptimal decisions were further classified into "aversive pruning" 197 trials and "error" trials. Aversive pruning trials were defined when it was optimal to 198 transition through the large loss, but participants selected the best available option 199 that avoided the large loss (e.g. Figure 1A- which fully evaluated each sequence within the maze and chose the path with the 248 highest net total value. As optimal sequence planning is unrealistic, especially at 249 higher decision depths, we next calculated a "Discount" model, in which sequence 250 planning is probabilistically terminated at each depth, with the likelihood of 251 termination determined by the "general discount" parameter. Most relevant to the 252 hypothesis examined here, we then created a "Pruning" model, in which participants 253 stopped planning sequences specifically if they contained a large monetary loss, in 254 addition to general discounting. This tendency is governed by the "pruning" (specific 255 discount) parameter. Finally, we constructed a "Loss sensitive" model to control for 256 any overweighting of negative relative to positive outcomes, a phenomenon 257 commonly known as loss aversion. 258
For the fMRI analyses, we exploited the best-fitting, Pruning model, to 259 quantify the "inclination to prune" on a trial-by-trial basis. This involved computing 260 the distribution of probabilities over all possible paths for a particular problem 261 (starting state and depth), given that individual's pruning parameter. This 262 distribution was calculated from the "Pruning" model. We also computed this 263 distribution assuming that the pruning parameter was identical to the general 264 discount parameter -in other words, assuming no specific discounting when 265 encountering large monetary losses, equivalent to the "Discount" model. The 266 difference between these two distributions, calculated for every trial, was our metric 267 of the inclination to prune in our model-based fMRI analyses, and is called the 268 Kullbach-Leibler (KL) divergence. 269
Details of model-based behavioural data analyses
270
Compared with our previous approach (Huys et al., 2012) , the models were adapted 271 to take into account the fact that participants had to emit an entire action sequence 272 at once; the models therefore had to specify distributions over entire action 273 sequences. That is, rather than choosing from one of the two actions d times (as 274 previously (Huys et al., 2012) , D corresponds to decision depth), participants chose 275 one sequence from the entire set of 2 D available sequences. We write the probability 276 of emitting sequence a i as: 277
where is the inverse temperature which determines the steepness of the softmax 279 function. 280
The value was defined as follows. For model "Lookahead", a standard tree-281 search algorithm was used. This completely evaluates each possible sequence 282 according to the sum of all D outcomes rd(a i ) that would be encountered:
However, it is computationally unrealistic for human participants to perform 285 such a search, given the large number of possible sequences (8, 16 or 32 sequences,  286 for 3-, 4-and 5-move trials respectively). Thus, we fitted a "Discount" model, which 287 captures the tendency not to plan fully, forcing the tree search to terminate at each 288 depth with probability 1-γ (hence γ here represents the continuing probability; note 289 that in Huys et al. 2012 it was formulated as the complementary stopping 290 probability). The 'Discount' model captured such uniform search curtailment with a 291 single γ parameter: 292
The next model, "Pruning" is central to the hypothesis we aimed to test here: 294 it splits the parameter into G ("general pruning") representing the general 295 tendency not to plan (as in model discount), and S (termed "specific pruning" in our 296 previous report (Huys et al., 2012) ; here "aversive pruning") the probability of tree-297 search continuation specifically on encountering a large loss. The "Pruning" model 298 incorporated these two separate parameters: 299
[4] 300 with ( ) indexing the number of times a large loss outcome had been encountered 301 up to the point in the sequence. That is, a probabilistic reduction in planning 302 beyond a large loss is captured by a lower continuing probability ( S ) after a large 303 loss. 304
Next, a "Loss sensitive" model with values ( ) additionally allowed 305 the sensitivities to each of the outcomes in equation 4 to be fitted separately for 306 every participant. For this model, in equation 1 was fixed at unity. This ensured 307 that any aversive pruning was not simply due to a relatively stronger weighting of 308 losses compared to rewards (i.e. loss aversion (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) , the 309 well-known tendency for humans to overweight losses relative to gains of equivalent 310 magnitude). 311
Finally, we considered an additional Pavlovian attraction parameter that had 312 proved important in the behavioural study (Huys et al., 2012) . This captured the 313 attraction of states based on their average future consequences, irrespective of 314 whether sufficient choices remained on a trial to exploit those consequences. Most 315 critically, this captured participants' tendency to move from state 6 to state 1 (-20p) 316 rather than to state 3 (+20p) when there was only one choice left in this state. We 317 found this effect in our current data too, with participants choosing the transition 318 from state 6 to state 1 on 53% of trials when only one choice remained, despite the 319 relative 40p cost entailed. However, there were fewer such trials in the current 320 version of the task, thus weakening its evidentiary basis. 321
The reader is referred to Huys et al. (2012) for a detailed discussion of these 322 models. The fitting procedures and the rationale for the group-level iBIC are also 323 discussed there. 324
Additional behavioural modelling was performed to generate parameter 325 estimates to approximate the aversive pruning on each particular trial, to include in 326 model-based fMRI analyses (O'Doherty et al., 2007). As a marker for the engagement 327 of the neural circuits that are involved, we examined the inclination the subject had 328 to aversively prune on each trial, whether or not this behaviour actually occurred. 329
This inclination should depend on the trial type (being greater when there are more 330 opportunities for aversive pruning -e.g., on deeper trials) and should be higher the 331 stronger the individual's overall tendency to engage in aversive pruning. Short of a 332 validated process model for aversive pruning, we considered a surrogate measure of 333 trial-and subject-specific propensity that at least exhibits these two critical 334
properties. Specifically, we computed (using a set of parameters tailored to each 335 subject) two probability distributions over all possible sequences for every trial: first, 336 the distribution assuming that aversive pruning had no influence (i.e. fixing γS at 337 zero); and second, the distribution calculated using their fitted γS. The difference 338 between these two distributions, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, is our index of 339 the likely predilection to engage in aversive pruning on any given trial. Note that we 340 do not assume that subjects actually compute the distributions with and without S 341 -they are simply used here as a tractable proxy of the trial-by-trial variation in 342 inclination to engage in aversive pruning. The KL divergence was calculated between 343 the action distribution probability for models with and without aversive pruning. For the trial-based analyses, the main contrasts we report are derived from 490 linear combinations of the ONLL correct, OLL correct and aversive pruning 491 regressors, which are comparable in terms of visual input during the planning and 492 outcome phases, and the correct restricted plan trials. Since trials were categorised 493 according to participants' decisions, some participants had fewer than four trials in a 494 given condition; these participants were excluded from the relevant contrasts, 495 resulting in slightly different numbers of subjects across analyses. For the outcome 496 phase analysis, we anticipated that activation in the insula would be elicited during 497 the receipt of large losses (Garrison et al., 2013). Therefore, for this analysis we 498 created a bilateral insula ROI from the WFU Pickatlas and applied SVC as described 499 above. 500
For the trial-based planning analyses our primary contrast of interest was the 501 comparison of aversive pruning trials (on which participants avoided the optimal 502 sequence that contained a large loss and instead chose the best available large-loss-503 free sequence), relative to OLL correct trials (on which participants chose an optimal 504 sequence transitioning through a large loss). To control for the effects of 505 transitioning through a large loss per se on OLL correct trials we included the 506 restricted plan trials to create the following contrast: aversive pruning + restricted 507 plan large loss > OLL correct + restricted plan no large loss. We ensured that 508 difficulty was matched across this contrast by selecting trials that provided an equal 509 ratio of 3:4:5 move problems for each participant across the aversive pruning and 510 OLL correct conditions. For restricted plan trials, the inclusion threshold was set at 511 chance level (50%); two participants failed to meet this criterion due to a failure to 512 understand trial instructions and were excluded from analyses including this trial 513 type. To control for possible difficulty differences between restricted plan trials, 514
(because there were more divergent arrows in the restricted plan large loss 515 condition), trials were chosen to match the number of divergent arrows between the 516 two restricted plan trial types. 517
Finally, we constructed additional contrasts to test how the above planning 518 contrasts were modulated by difficulty (2 d ). These contrasts are derived from linear 519 combinations of the OLL correct, ONLL correct and aversive pruning parametric 520 modulator regressors, but exclude the restricted plan trials; the latter are 521 unnecessary here as the parametric modulator already entails a contrast (between 522 more difficult and easier trials) within each condition, controlling for the transition 523 through the large loss per se on OLL correct trials. As above, three main contrasts 524 were examined: 1) aversive pruning parametric modulator > OLL correct parametric 525 modulator; 2) OLL correct parametric modulator > ONLL correct parametric 526 modulator; and 3) ONLL correct parametric modulator > aversive pruning parametric 527 modulator. 528
Results
529
We describe two broad collections of behavioural analysis, and through this, 530 associated fMRI responses. Following a brief description of the broad patterns of 531 behaviour observed on the task, which paralleled our previous findings (Huys et al., 532 2012) we initially consider a computational model-based treatment that aimed to 533 characterize the whole structure of behaviour using a parsimonious model whose 534 parameters are intended to capture the general tendencies of each subject. Imaging 535
analyses associated with this model duly indicated the general architecture of 536 control. We then explore the specificity of our imaging analyses in the context of 537 other known neural architecture underlying the cognitive components implicated in 538 our task. Finally, for completeness, we provide complementary behavioural and fMRI 539 analyses based on categorisations of trials (see Table 1 ). 540
Behavioural and modelling evidence for pruning 541 Participants chose the correct sequence on average 78% (SD = 18%) of the time on 542 free plan trials on which the optimal sequence did not include a large loss (ONLL); on 543 these trials aversive pruning would not be disadvantageous. By contrast, on free plan 544 trials on which the optimal sequence did include a large loss (OLL), for which 545 aversive pruning would be disadvantageous, performance was impaired for every 546 participant (mean OLL correct = 37% (SD = 18%)). The difference between 547 performance on these trial types was substantial and highly significant (mean 548 difference = 41% (SD = 20%), t(36) = 12.51, P < 0.001, d = 2.06; Figure 2A ), confirming 549 our previous findings (Huys et al., 2012). As expected, performance also became 550 worse with increasing difficulty (F(2,72) = 132.75, P < 0.001, ηp 2 = 0.787; Figure 2B ), but 551 remained high even for depth 5 choices, where there are 32 different paths. 552
Critically, there was a significant interaction between trial type and difficulty (F(2,72) = 553 5.58, P = 0.009, ηp 2 = 0.134). Planned contrasts revealed that the requirement to 554 transit through a large loss to attain the optimal amount had an increasingly 555 detrimental effect on decision-making at higher difficulty (depth 3: mean difference 556 = 34% (SD = 25%), t(36) = 8.26, P < 0.001, d = 1.36; depth 4: mean difference = 40% 557 (SD = 22%), t(36) = 11.29, P < 0.001, d = 1.86; depth 5: mean difference = 49% (SD = 558 29%), t(36) = 10.33, P < 0.001, d = 1.70). Note, though, that this analysis does not 559 examine where the loss appeared in the tree. 560 Pruning and Pruning+Loss models). That is, the most parsimonious model (smallest 565 negative model evidence iBIC; red star in Figure 2E ; see Table 2 for model 566 performance overview) incorporated aversive pruning, with steeper discounting 567 after large losses than after other outcomes (γG is significantly larger than γS, t(36) = 568 5.12, P < 0.001, d = 0.84; Figure 2F ; improvement in log10 model evidence between 569 model Discount and model Pruning ( iBIC) = 77.5, indicative of decisive evidence in 570 favour of the Pruning model). Loss aversion was also evident (Figure 2G) , such that 571 the best model incorporated fitted reward and loss sensitivities ( iBIC between 572 model Pruning and Pruning+Loss) = 5.8). It is important to distinguish between these 573 two loss-related processes that are included in our model. Aversive pruning, as 574 instantiated in the model, is not simply a discounting of the value associated with 575 transitions (or subsequent paths). Instead, the aversive pruning parameter controls 576 whether paths following large losses are actually explored at all, regardless of the 577 possible gains that lie behind them. We consider such a reflexive avoidance of even 578 considering options to be Pavlovian in nature, as it is elicited automatically and not 579 related to the overall value of the path. Excessive discounting of the value of 580 negative transitions (equivalent to loss aversion) does occur in our data, but this is 581 controlled by a different set of parameters and is conceptually separate from 582 pruning. 583 Importantly, our computationally-derived general planning parameter (γG) 584 was positively correlated with its trial-based equivalent (ONLL percent correct: r(37) = 585 0.73, P < 0.001; Figure 2H ). The difference between OLL and ONLL percent correct 586 was strongly correlated with the equivalent metric derived from the computational 587 analyses (γG-γS: r(37) = 0.63, P < 0.001; Figure 2I ), providing convergent validity for the 588 two approaches. However, due to the uncertainty attached to both choice frequency 589 and model parameter estimates this correlation is not perfect and some subjects 590 with small or even negative difference between γS and γG still show a positive 591 difference between ONLL and OLL frequencies. It would be interesting to examine 592 subjects who do and do not show aversive pruning separately, or indeed look for 593 changes over time in the strength of pruning. Unfortunately, the present sample size 594 does not allow for this; therefore, we concentrate here on correlational analyses. 595
Finally, further validation of the model comes from sampling surrogate data ( Figure  596 2J-L). 597
Overall, these results are consistent with our previous report in an 598 independent sample (Huys et al., 2012) , and provide complementary evidence for 599 the presence of aversive pruning. The slow degradation of performance with depth 600 on the ONLL trials is compatible with the fact that the number of trials without a 601 large loss increases slowly with depth, and that aversive pruning allows the 602 concentration of resources on these paths. 603 604 difference between ONLL and OLL percent correct (t(37) = 2.12, P = 0.042); variance 610 inflation factor (VIF) values were less than 3.0 for all independent variables, 611
suggesting an adequate lack of collinearity. Contrary to our expectations, however, 612 no psychometric variables correlated with the computationally derived aversive 613 pruning estimate (γG-γS). In particular, we did not replicate our previous finding that 614 this statistic was correlated with subclinical depression scores, though we note that 615 the range of scores in the present study was relatively low. 616
Aversive pruning recruits the subgenual cingulate cortex 617
We used the computational model to construct, separately for each participant's 618 maximum a posteriori parameters, a measure of the inclination to engage in aversive 619 pruning on each trial. This is the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence between the 620 distributions of trajectories assuming discounting based on depth alone (discount 621 model) vs discounting based on losses encountered (pruning model). Figure 3A  622 confirms that the KL divergence increases with depth (F(2, 72) = 223.82, P < .001, ηp 2 = 623 0.86), with all three groups significantly different from each other, P < 0.001), as 624 expected from the likely extra opportunities for aversive pruning with longer 625 sequences. Figure 3B shows that the measure was indeed higher on aversive pruning 626 trials (based on participant choices -see Table 1 ); however, there were no 627 significant differences between trial types (F(3,108) = 0.74, P = 0.48, ηp 2 = 0.02). 628
Negative KL divergence values shown here arise due to the mean correction applied 629 to the metric used for fMRI analyses. 630
We entered the KL divergence value on each trial as a parametric regressor 631 across all successfully completed free plan trials, controlling for difficulty (which was 632 entered as the first parametric regressor) and trial net value. Consistent with our 633 primary hypothesis, this analysis revealed that SGC activation increased with our 634 metric of inclination to engage in aversive pruning, the KL divergence ([x = -6, y = 29, 635 z = -2]; t(36) = 3.87, PSVC = 0.004; Figure 3C ). The interaction between KL divergence 636 and difficulty also revealed a greater modulation of SGC activation by inclination to 637 engage in aversive pruning at higher depth ([x = -6, y = 35, z = -5]; t(36) = 3.47, PSVC = 638 0.009; Figure 3D . 639 In summary, our computational fMRI analyses revealed that SGC activation 640 was higher on trials on which our model indicated that there was a greater 641 inclination to indulge in aversive pruning, and this was particularly the case on more 642 difficult trials. In the following analyses we show that this activation in the SGC is 643 separate to responses related to planning and valuation. 644
Figure 3 about here 645
Planning and valuation responses 646
We next explored the specificity of our aversive pruning results relative to other 647 neural networks known to be associated with cognitive processes required during 648 successful undertaking of our task, namely planning and valuation. We first explored 649 the effect of planning by examining the first parametric modulator, which indexed 650 difficulty (2 t(36) = 7.17, PWB < 0.001; Figure 4B ). Given the wealth of research establishing the 663 existence of value signals in the VS and OFC (Schultz, 2015) , we correlated the large 664 reward (+140p) sensitivity parameter from our winning computational model with 665 the net outcome-related activation at the peak voxel within these regions. This was 666 significant in the mOFC (r(37) = 0.46, P = 0.004; Figure 4B , right panel), but not the VS 667 (r(37) = 0.13, P = 0.45). 668
Figure 4 about here 669
Neural response to large losses is associated with aversive pruning tendency 670
During the outcome phase, participants would no longer have any reason to plan, 671 but instead had just to observe their executed plan being replayed with feedback on 672 the monetary consequence of each box-to-box move. We next asked whether the 673 tendency to engage in aversive pruning might impact on activation during this phase. 674
To do this, we examined trials on which volunteers could have aversively pruned but 675 (correctly) chose not to. Thus, again controlling for net objective outcome, we 676 compared trials on which subjects correctly avoided aversively pruning, therefore 677 receiving at least one large loss during the entire sequence (OLL correct), with 678 correct trials that avoided all large losses (i.e. aversive pruning was helpful, ONLL 679 correct) (note that all of the trials in this contrast involved optimal decisions). 
695
Further evidence consistent with aversive pruning comes from a finer classification 696 of suboptimal choices. Of course, it is not possible to be definitive as to the 697 processes that underlie any particular suboptimal (or indeed optimal) choice. 698
However, trials for which it would have been optimal to transition through a large 699 loss, but participants selected the best available option that avoided large losses 700 (e.g. Figure 1B ) are at least suggestive of aversive pruning-influenced planning. We 701 call these aversive pruning trials. All other instances of suboptimal selection we term 702 as errors (separated into trials for which the optimal decision entailed (OLL error; 703 excluding aversive pruning trials, i.e. this category did not include trials where the 704 next best available option that did not entail transitioning through a large loss was 705 chosen) or avoided (ONLL error) transitioning through a large loss: see Table 1 ). Due 706 to low trial numbers ONLL errors were not considered further. 707
A clear example of aversive pruning occurs in the scenario depicted in Figure  708 5A. Placed in state 2 with 3 moves to plan, the optimal solution is to go from state 2 709 to state 5 (-70p), from state 5 to state 1 (-70p) and from state 1 back to state 2 710 (reaping the only large reward in the maze: +140p). This sequence results in breaking 711 even, and participants chose it 41% (SD = 33%) of the time ( Figure 5A , blue 712 outcome). However, in spite of the relative ease of the problem (only 8 sequences 713 needed evaluating), participants had a strong tendency to engage in aversive 714 pruning, presumably because the optimal sequence contains two large losses. The 715 best available option that avoided the large loss involved moving from state 2 to 716 state 3 (-20p), from state 3 to state 4 (-20p), and from state 4 back to state 2 (+20p) 717
(resulting in a net loss of 20 pence). Such aversive pruning arose on 37% (SD = 31%; 718 aversive pruning percentage) of trials ( Figure 5A , red outcome), i.e., nearly as often 719 as the optimal choice. By way of comparison, subjects selected the optimal and the 720 next best available sequence 80% (SD = 23%) and 14% (SD = 20%) of the time, 721 respectively, on the ONLL trial requiring 3 moves to plan from state 5. 722
Participants displayed a strong tendency towards aversive pruning, choosing 723 the best sequence that avoided a large loss on around 52% (SD =23%) of OLL trials in 724 which they chose suboptimally (chance = ~11% across depths). All subjects engaged 725 in aversive pruning, however the extent of the predilection was highly variable 726 across the sample (4-93%); nevertheless, the aversive pruning percentage was very 727 consistent within subjects between the 1 st and 2 nd half of the trials (r(37) = 0.69, P < 728 0.001). Interestingly this fraction, which we call the aversive pruning percentage, did 729 not depend on depth (F(2,72) = 1.15, P = 0.32, ηp 2 = 0.03; Figure 5B ), thus supporting 730 the hypothesis that aversive pruning acts as an adaptive heuristic to reduce the 731 number of options to be considered, allowing participants to maintain reasonable, if 732 not perfect, planning performance across depths (Huys et al., 2012) . We also 733 examined the average earnings, which revealed a significant main effect of trial type 734 ( Figure 5C ; F(3,108) = 320.538, P < .001, ηp 2 = 0.90). Perhaps surprisingly, aversive 735 pruning choices earned participants significantly more money than OLL correct 736 choices (t(36) = 6.74, P < 0.001, d = 1.11). Although by definition optimal choices 737 would have earned more on aversive pruning trials ( Figure 5C , light red bar; mean 738 difference = 33p, SD = 9p), this pattern arises because aversive pruning occurred 739 more frequently with increasing depth (while OLL correct trials were rarer to be 740 performed at higher depth), and the average net value largely increases with depth 741 (OLL correct: depth 3 = 33p, depth 4 = 67p, depth 5 = 93p; aversive pruning: depth 3 742 = -20p, depth 4 = 13p, depth 5 = 50p; OLL error: depth 3 = -84p, depth 4 = -59p, 743 depth 5 = -47p) (although this is not the case for ONLL correct trials (depth 3 = 100p, 744 depth 4 = 80p, depth 5 = 60p)). 745
If aversive pruning is indeed a heuristic that reduces the number of evaluated 746 sequences, then we might see an effect on reaction times (RT: Figure 5D ; note 747 though, that subjects could not enter choices until the 9s of planning had elapsed, 748 which could reduce the magnitude of this effect). There was a main effect of trial 749 type (Friedman χ 2 (3) = 33.876, P < 0.001). Post-hoc tests revealed that ONLL correct 750
RTs were significantly shorter than OLL correct RTs (Z = 2.105, P = 0.035) and 751 aversive pruning RTs (Z = 4.413, P < 0.001). However, contrary to our expectations, 752 the difference in RT between OLL correct and aversive pruning choices was non-753 significant (Z = -1.335, P = 0.182). Nevertheless, aversive pruning choices were made 754 significantly faster than OLL error trials (Z = 2.844, P = 0.004). 755
Finally, we note that the difficulty in planning transitions through large losses 756 was even evident on the much easier restricted plan trials (on which only two 757 sequences required evaluation). Participants made the optimal choice significantly 758 more often on restricted plan trials that did not feature large losses (mean = 90%, SD 759 = 9%) than on those that did (mean = 84%, SD = 8%; t(34) = 3.74, P < 0.001, d = 0.63). 760
However, there was no effect on RT (correct trials only: t(34) = 1.12, P = 0.27, d = 761 0.19). 762 difficulty; one-sample t-test against zero: t(32) = 3.72, P = 0.001), while difficulty did 777 not affect activation on aversive pruning trials (t(32) = 1.09, P = 0.285; right panel of 778 Figure 5E ). This finding that aversive pruning elicits a (relative) increase in SGC 779 activation as depth increases, complements the one arising in our computationally-780 motivated analysis based on the KL divergence, where a robust modulation by 781 difficulty was also identified. Our results reveal the neural and computational architecture underlying a 809 profoundly influential heuristic that enables humans to make complex planned 810 decisions with reasonable speed and accuracy. 811
The aversive pruning-related activation that we identified in the SGC through 812 both computational and categorical analyses exists over and above planning-and 813 value-related responses. Closer examination of the parametric modulation by 814 difficulty sheds further light on the nature of this finding. In comparison to correct 815 decisions that transitioned through a large loss, aversive pruning was associated with 816 higher SGC activation especially on more difficult problems. Intriguingly, our trial-817 based analyses suggest that this effect was largely driven by a relative decrease in 818 SGC response on correct decisions that transitioned through a large loss as planning 819 complexity increased ( Figure 5E ). This is consistent with studies examining the trade-820 off between appetitive and aversive outcomes. In humans, Talmi et al. (2009) also  821 found SGC inhibition when participants chose to endure a punishment in order to 822 obtain a gain. In non-human primates, Amemori and Graybiel (2012) reported that 823 neurons in the homologous area of the ACC in the macaque (BA24b) responded to 824 aversive stimuli in an approach-avoidance decision task; localized microstimulation 825 of these neurons increased the negative impact of aversive consequences on choice. 826
Thus, it appears that planning through a negative outcome in order to achieve an 827 overall positive outcome is facilitated when the SGC is deactivated. (Schultz, 2015) . Interestingly, activation in mOFC, but not VS, at the time 855
of outcome was associated with our computationally-derived behavioural measure 856 of sensitivity to large reinforcements. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis 857 that mOFC is critical for processing outcomes per se, while VS is more closely aligned 858 with prediction error signalling (Schultz, 2015) . 859
When we focused our analysis on the outcome phase (contrasting optimal 860 decisions with and without large losses) we found that a number of regions (insula, 861 IPL and DLPFC) were significantly more activated during the receipt of large losses, 862 even after accounting for trial-by-trial monetary earnings. Even though the actual 863 planning would have terminated before this point, activations in the structures that 864 responded positively to large losses (insula and DLPFC) also correlated positively 865 with our computationally derived estimate of overall aversive pruning (γG-γS). Of 866 particular relevance is the insula, which is thought to play a role in interoceptive 867 perception and the production of subjective negative feeling states (Medford and  868 Critchley, 2010), and has been reported to influence decision-making (Yu et al., 869 2010 to activate the DLPFC during suppression of irrelevant aversive information in 878 depression. As aversive pruning might relate to the ability to inhibit the processing of 879 aversive information, and hence correlate negatively with rumination (Gotlib and  880 Joormann, 2010), a clear prediction is that a similar pattern would be observed when 881 depressed patients aversively prune. 882
Taking the above results together, a possible model accounting for our fMRI 883 results is that the DLPFC and insula might co-ordinate to mark parts of the decision 884 tree that contain large losses. Once the tree is demarcated, these signals may then 885 be used during the planning phase where SGC responses drive the decision to prune. 886
Meanwhile, deactivation of the SGC appears critical to choosing to engage with the 887 large loss in order to make an optimal decision. The consistency of the SGC response 888 between our computational and categorical fMRI analyses during planning supports 889 the notion that this region participates in curtailing the decision tree search on 890 encountering a large loss. Although we cannot directly exclude an additional causal 891 influence, whereby it is the overloading of cognitive control that leads to the release 892 of the pruning reflexes, the structure of the findings still argue for a shaping 893 influence of the pruning reflexes on the process of evaluation. 894
A limitation of the current work is that the aversive pruning time-point(s) 895 during planning are not clearly temporally delineated; we therefore cannot make 896 temporal causality claims about the neural effect. Aversive pruning is a meta-897 reasoning process involving multiple repeated decisions about what to evaluate next 898 (Russell and Wefald, 1991) . The ambiguity surrounding the precise point at which 899 aversive pruning occurs could be resolved more directly, possibly using a 900 combination of eye-tracking and neuroimaging methods with higher temporal 901 resolution such as EEG or MEG. A further limitation is that our study was performed 902 in healthy participants and was not designed to detect correlations with symptoms 903 of mood or anxiety disorders. In a previous study (Huys et al., 2012) aversive pruning 904 correlated with subclinical measures of depression, while in the current study, it 905 correlated with state anxiety. We originally hypothesised (Dayan and Huys, 2008) 906 that aversive pruning might relate to both symptoms of depression and anxiety 907 because features of impaired inhibition of aversive processing are prominent in both 908 disorders. The failure to confirm our previous finding of a correlation with depressive 909 symptoms might be due to a restricted range of scores in the present sample. 910
In summary, it is tremendously difficult to plan optimally in complex 911 problems; heuristics are frequently mandatory. We confirmed the pervasive 912 influence of one such shortcut, aversive pruning, over goal-directed behaviour, 913 distinguishing its impact from those of other decision-making biases. Our 914 neuroimaging results revealed that aversive pruning recruits neural structures 915 implicated in decision-making and mood disorders, specifically the SGC. DLPFC and 916 insula responses to large losses and anxiety levels, an established risk factor for 917 mood disorders, were related to the degree of aversive pruning across participants. 918
Taken together, our results suggest a novel circuit in which emotionally salient 919 information is used to facilitate decision-making, albeit only approximating 920 optimality. Activation of this circuit could prevent optimal decision-making during 921 planning and may contribute to psychopathological conditions characterized by 922 aberrant decision-making. 923 
